
Readily available

Playability

A lovely laminate tone; not overpowering.  Balanced sound, with low end sustain and lots of harmonic chime.

UkeGuide

Scale Length Measured Scale Length Number of Frets Side Position Markers? Body Style

Concert 14.875 inches 18 (14 to body) No Double Bout

Sound Board Back & Sides Fretboard Bridge Radius Fretboard?

Laminate Sapele Laminate Sapele Richlite Richlite (Pull-Through) Yes

Nut & Saddle Compensated Saddle? Finish Overall Length & Weight Tuner Type

NuBone Yes Satin 23.75 in., 1 lb. 2.1 oz. Enya Closed Geared

Action at 1st Fret Action at 12th Fret Nut Width Space @ 1st Fret* Depth @ 3rd Fret*

<0.5mm 2.5mm 34.88mm 8.56 mm (28.01 mm G-A) 21.49 mm

Enya KUC-20 Sapele Ukulele

Cost 
(U.S. Dollars) $0 $1500

Value
Price exceeds value

Build Quality
Critical issues Appears flawless

Appearance
Plain Many appointments

Availability 
(At time of review) Difficult to find

Poor

Volume
Soft/Muted Loud

Tone
Dark Bright

Price meets value Value exceeds price

Excellent

Build makes playing easierBuild does not ease playing

Several years ago, I won a grant to buy some ukuleles for my students, and the grant was a personal grant, so 
the ten ukuleles travel with me from school to school, where I let students check them out.  The KUC-20, no 
longer available (but may be available used) is similar to other Enya ukuleles: low prices, great quality, 
excellent sound, and a great kit.  The ukulele has no side position markers (most current Enya models do) 
which holds the score to a 3.5 maximum.  The KUC-20 or more recent models are highly recommended.

Originally $55, closest current model is the KUC—25D for $77

Very plain ukulele with the exception of Enya’s headstock, logo, and a light “floral” rosette.

Accessories Included: Case, strap buttons, tuner, strap, strings, picks,  
                                                  extra strings, capo, shaker, cleaning cloth 
Links: UkeStuff.Info  

It’s a balanced sound overall, more dark than bright; low end sustain but lots of harmonic chime!

3.5 Ukes

*Between Strings 
**Top of strings to bottom of neck 

Generally perfect.  Neck heel has a nice shape.  Some glue on the inside.

The KUC-20, like the current KUC-25D, is an incredible value—a very well made, good sounding ukulele with a great kit.

Decent volume, but not overly loud

9/2020

Rating Summary Statement

No longer available.

Sound Quality

Low action, possibly a slight radius to the fretboard, but a 35mm nut and traditional spacing with a thick C neck.  Some people with large hands may not like it.

https://youtu.be/mjyoRH-jtaA

